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Ques1. Fill in the following blanks :-

(4 marks)

a) Every child receives_________ , attention and protection from his or her
family.
b) Children and cousins represents the _____________ generation.
c) The children of uncle and aunt are called ________________.
d) Special homes set up to take care of the needs of old people are called
___________________.
e) The type of family in which all the members do not share the same
house is called an______________________ family.
f) __________ are also called mobility aids.
g) We grow up following certain ____________ and ______________
associated with our family.
h) The machine which helps the blind people to write is called
_______________________.
Ques2. Match the following: a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

(4 Marks)

Crutches
Big family
Hearing aid
Cousins
Old people
Grandparents
Disorder
Small family

Ques3. Write TRUE or FALSE for the following:

First generation
Senior citizen
Mobility aids
Small family
Hearing device
Third generation
Large family
Disease

(2 Marks)

a) Grandparents come in the third generation.________________

b) A properly planned diet is necessary for the sick people.
________________
c) A family tree represents three generations of people.
________________
d) Sign language is developed for the deaf and dumb people
________________
Ques4. Tick the correct option: -(2 Marks)
i.

The term ‘senior citizen’ is used for :
a) Old people
b) are physically not well
c) have lost
their parents at an early age
ii. The term used for showing relationship in a family through father’s side:
a) Senior citizen
b)Paternal
c) Maternal
iii. We can talk to the deaf and dumb people with the help of :
a) Sign language
b) Crutches
c) Hearing aid
iv. A family which have parent and children is known as:
a) Joint family
b)Small family
c) Big family
Ques5. Write 5 lines on “MY FAMILY” :-

(5 marks)

Ques6. Answer the following questions:-

(8 Marks)

1. Write any two differences between a Joint family and a Nuclear family?
2. Name any three occasions in which all the family members generally
meet and interact with one another?
3. Name different types of hearing aids?
4. Write any two features of Braille Script.

